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TRAINING
We started the year with an ambitious expansion of our training. Our goal was the completion of
the Justice Institute accredited Basic Fire Fighting Certificate program for every member. The
Basic Fire Fighting Certificate allows rural volunteer and composite fire departments to demonstrate that their fire fighters possess the minimum fire fighting skills within NFPA 1001 identified
by the OFC-FCABC Joint Task Force to safely conduct fire ground operations. This training was
delivered through an in-house training model under the more than capable guidance of our chief
training officer, Captain Ron Williamson, and assisted by Captain David Tarris. Both Captains
Williamson and Tarris had attended the Justice Institute of BC Train the Trainer course on Basic
Fire Fighting Certificate Instruction at the Cherry Creek Fire Department and certified as instructors and evaluators. Topics for certification included Fire Fighter Safety, Personal Protection
Equipment & Self Contained Breathing Apparatus, Rope and Knots, Ladders, Ventilation, Fire
Hose, Fire Streams and Appliances, Water Supply and Fire Behaviour. To complete each module
a practical test and written examination were required.
The Basic Fire Fighting Certificate also allows for direct bridging into NFPA 1001 Fire Fighter
1 and 2 certification by giving credit to Fire Fighter 1 subjects completed and evaluated through
the Basic Certification process. The minimum delivery time for the Basic Fire Fighter Certificate
program is 45 hours, which does not include the written and practical evaluation time, and from
our experience that is an optimistic delivery period. I am pleased to announce that several members of the department had completed this program by the end of 2009 and the remaining members are very close to completion.
With completion of the Basic Fire Fighting Certificate or more than one year’s service in the
department and at the discretion of the Fire Chief in consultation with the Training Officer,
members are sent to a Live Fire workshop off-island at the Emergency Response Training live
fire facility in Nanaimo to complete their introduction to fire ground procedures. Four members
completed that training in 2009.

2009 Live Fire training candidates Grant Babin, Scott Elias, Tom Milliken and Reinhard Jaeckel

We also continued to update and upgrade our compliance with the regulations outlined in part
31 of the WorkSafeBC regulations. In 2009 a number of areas were specifically addressed including but not limited to, managing and tracking fire fighters at an emergency scene, managing
stress arising from an emergency incident, providing for effective traffic control at emergency
incidents, disaster planning and response, electrical emergencies, replacing and upgrading personal protective clothing and equipment, and a move to start upgrading our respiratory protection
program. Sr. Fire Fighter Tim French attended the BC Hydro/BC Fire Training Officers’ Association “Train the Trainer” course in Electrical Response Safety and delivered that training to our
members in-house.
In 2009 the TIVFD applied to a National competition and won free on-line theoretical training
from Target Safety for NFPA and EMS courses. Nine of our members took advantage of this
offer and completed the home-study courses totalling 112 hours on subjects ranging from Advanced Airway Maintenance to Vehicle Extrication Safety.
In April of 2009, several members attended the Vancouver Island Volunteer Firefighters weekend
training seminar in Mill Bay and learned animal resuscitation skills, fuel tanker safety orientation, methods of dealing with difficult and violent citizens on-scene, and observed a new fire
suppression Fit-5 technology demonstration.
Also in April, we contracted Bob Weiker of Frontline Emergency Training to deliver the 2-day
Emergency Vehicle Driving in the Rural Fire Department workshop. Members wrote an exam
based on the Motor Vehicle Act as it pertains to emergency vehicle driving regulations and were
also evaluated on a practical driving course with the fire apparatus.

In June, the annual Combined TIVFD /Auxiliary Drill was held, giving department members
and Auxiliary members a chance to train together at a wildfire scenario. Water Supply, pumps &
pumping, wildfire suppression, rest & rehabilitation and emergency scene management skills are
the focus of these combined drills.

Auxiliary members Sjoerd Van Kleef and Bob Pickell at Combined TIVFD/Auxiliary Drill

In July, five TIVFD members attended the Salt Spring Island Summer Training Seminar and
tented at the Salt Spring Island fair grounds during the several days of training. Wildfire and Interface Fire S-100 and S-215 certifications were achieved by four members while the fifth member attended and passed the initial very difficult High Angle Rescue training.
In August, the Training Officers set up an interesting marine training drill at the community dock
that simulated fire fighters in full turn-out gear being thrown into the water due to a boat explosion. Two members tried out the simulation, with appropriate safety measures in place (stand-by
diver and stand-by boat) and all were pleased with the ability of the PDFs to maintain fire fighter
buoyancy while fully equipped.

August 12th 2009 Simulated Boat Explosion Drill

Medical Training for the department in 2009 included one dedicated First Responder drill each
month and a forty hour First Responder Level III course delivered at Central Hall, utilizing the
Fire Chief as the Instructor and Krista Rukas from Aggressive Fire Safety as the evaluator. In
addition to the FR Level III certification course, a 4 hour CPR-C, a two day Spinal Endorsement, and one day AED Endorsement course were also mounted. New First Responders certified in 2009 were Reinhardt Jaeckel, Noah Bond, Grant Babin and Tom Milliken. Re-certifying
members (the FR III licence must be renewed every three years) were Graeme Shelford, Dixon
Strachan, Dave Tarris, Matt Hess and Ron Williamson. Our monthly FR drills focussed on skills
refreshers for injuries and incidents typically encountered throughout the year on Thetis Island,
and some very elaborate scenarios were set up by members to keep the training interesting and
realistic.

FRs Alexander Luckham, Dave Tarris and Ron Williamson treat a simulated trauma patient

APPARATUS

Operational Apparatus in 2009 consisted of:

Engine 1 (1999 Freightliner): diesel, hydraulic brakes, 600 gallon capacity, Hale mid-ship pump
with foam inductor, two ground ladders, 1 roof ladder, 2 1/2 inch suppression hose, 1 1/2 inch
suppression hose, 1 1/2” forestry hose, 1” forestry hose and manifold, 4 ISI SCBA with spare
cylinders, hose appliances, first responder equipment, extrication tools (hydraulic & hand), PPV
unit, portable pump, portable generator, lighting, various hand tools and rescue equipment. Crew
Cap: 3 persons.

Engine 2 (1999 Ford F-350) 4 X4: diesel, hydraulic brakes, 150 gallon capacity, Darley mid-ship
pump with foam inductor, two ground ladders, 1 roof ladder, 2 1/2” suppression hose, 1 1/2” suppression hose, 1” forestry hose and manifold, 2 ISI SCBA with spare cylinders, hose appliances,

first responder equipment, extrication tools (hand only), installed diesel generator, portable
pump, various hand tools and rescue equipment. Crew Cap.: 2 persons

Tender 1 (2000 GMC-T 6500): diesel, hydraulic brakes, 1,000 gallon capacity, Honda 3” deck
pump, 2 portable pumps, forestry hand tools, light generator, 3” and 4” intake hose, various water supply fittings. Crew Cap.: 2 persons

Rescue 1 (1995 Chevrolet K-3500): diesel, hydraulic brakes, 4X4 trans., patient compartment
with Ferno A-35 stretcher, 3 oxygen outlets, suction, and first aid equipment and supplies including stair chair, clamshell, and #9 stretchers. Other equipment carried: 2 ISI SCBA, embankment
rescue equipment, traffic control equipment, portable lighting and some hand tools. Crew Cap.: 2
persons in cab, 5 person seating in patient compartment, or 2 stretchers and 2 seats

In 2009 we found a loophole in the ICBC vehicle insurance regulations and purchased a Utility
Trailer (2008 Snow Bear), licensed it and added TIVFD decals and a standard trailer hitch for
under $2,500. This addition to the department allowed us to claim “fleet” insurance and drop our
insurance, vehicle registration and licensing fees from over $5,000. to approximately $1,600/yr.

OPERATIONS
In 2009 the department attended 14 fire calls altogether, and those calls ranged from the routine “tree on fire - hydro lines down” calls at any time of the day or night, several chimney fire
responses, a smouldering dock fire, an unattended camp fire in the middle of a complete fire ban,
to a wildfire that threatened to escalate quickly to an interface fire. We dealt with several illegal
burning complaints and smoke alerts during fire season. A new wrinkle for us this year was a
criminally false report of a fire at 2 a.m. that was maliciously and purposely intended to disrupt
the TIVFD members’ sleep.
2009 saw a slight decrease in the number of First Responder calls on the island, with about 30
major responses requiring evacuation via water taxi with the BCAS paramedics. Although we
responded to fewer medical aid calls, the calls themselves were generally of a more serious
nature with more complex response requirements. Two medical calls required helicopter evacuation, although one airevac had to be aborted at the landing site due to weather conditions and
the patient was then transported to hospital via water taxi. We had three MVIs (motor vehicle
incidents), two of them major and one of those involved multiple casualties (MCI). Liaison with
other agencies (BCAS, RCMP) continues to be efficient and effective on these emergency responses and the TIVFD enjoys a good working relationship with management of these organizations.

FIRE & SAFETY EDUCATION
Fire Prevention and Fire & Life Safety Education continues to be one of the most important
aspects of TIVFD activities. The annual Community Fire Extinguisher Training & Inspection
Workshop was held on March 21st 2009 and was well attended despite the cold weather. As
well as a public education seminar and inspection of their portable fire extinguishers at the fire
hall, residents took advantage of the Buller Training System brought over by Aggressive Fire
Safety and practised the basics of extinguishing fires with a home extinguisher on a live fire.

Thetis Island resident Simone Luckham practices fire extinguisher skills

The First Annual Thetis Island Parade in May gave the department a great opportunity to “fly
the flag” so to speak, and make fire prevention and fire safety a focus of the parade. The Thetis
Island School was invited to make a float with a safety theme, using the department’s trailer, and
the result was an excellent entry by the school children, depicting road safety and kitchen hazards. The entire fleet of fire apparatus was also included in the parade, with Engine 1 leading off.
Sparky, the Office of the Fire Commissioner fire service mascot, distributed educational materials to spectators along the parade route. A viewing pavilion with fire safety messages attached

was erected for seniors’ enjoyment of the parade. This high visibility event gave the department
a chance to enhance public relations in our service area and we look forward to entering the 2010
parade planned for May 22nd.

2009 May Parade

2009 Fire Prevention Week in October was very busy for the TIVFD. Many public service announcements were sent out in e-Spokes, and the Ladysmith Chronicle newspaper published several photos of our department. We ran a fire prevention seminar at the Thetis Island Elementary
School, and participated in the province-wide fire drill. We also mounted a Fire Film Festival
Week at Forbes Hall, showing Hollywood movies with a fire fighter theme prefaced by a different short fire safety message delivered by one of our members each film night.

Fire Safety Week banner at the Ferry Dock Pavilion

The Thetis Island Elementary School is a main focus of Fire & Life Safety Education and department members visited the school to deliver fire prevention education, make pupils aware of 911
procedures, and to introduce the fire fighter equipment and clothing to the children so that they
know who is inside all of the scary gear if they have to encounter fire fighters during an emergency situation.
Throughout the year, we took great advantage of the e-Spokes electronic newsletter to disseminate fire department items of interest to the subscribing public, including new fire legislation,
weather alerts, first aid tips, and assistance with fire reporting. The Quarterly newspaper also
published lengthy articles on TIVFD business in each of its issues.

PUBLIC ASSISTS
Another task of the TIVFD is Public Assists, and in 2009 we attended 27 requests for a fire
department “routine” response for assistance. These requests ranged from transporting RCMP
officers from the water taxi to addresses on Thetis for their attendance at domestic dispute complaints to transporting pond water for fire suppression water storage. Other non-emergency
responses are after-ferry-hours requests from the RCMP to investigate 911 “hang-ups” which
plague our island during bad weather but must be checked out. Hundreds of hours for non-fire,
non-medical aid to neighbours are donated by fire department members to the community yearly
for the safety and well-being of residents and visitors alike. Having a Duty Officer available 24
hours/day, seven days a week is an invaluable service offered for all, and was well utilized in

2009. During Fire Season (April to November), the TIVFD Permit Pager is available daily from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. for easy access for a Burn Permit, as well as an on-line application form.

2009 WORK PARTIES & PROJECTS
In 2009 the Department reported 47 Duty Driver/Maintenance responses and 39 Fire Department
Work Parties. Legal requirements for equipment inspection and maintenance means extra work
for all members. Projects such as installation of dry hydrants, new equipment, vehicle repairs,
equipment upgrades and hall maintenance are all accomplished in addition to the regular and
specialized training, emergency responses, public education and public assists that we are called
upon to perform.

Installation of a dry hydrant at Pilkey/Klahowya Rd. intersection

A secure outdoor covered storage area was constructed this year at the back of Central Hall. The
Auxiliary Power Plant project was completed with the addition of wiring, electrical panel and a
diesel fuel delivery system to the stand-by generator.
The 10,000 gallon suppression water storage tank plumbing behind Central Hall was upgraded to
a larger diameter pipe and an in-line pump installed for faster water delivery.
An Intruder/Fire Alarm system was installed at Central Hall that will silently alert the Duty Officer that the front or back door has been opened or that there is a fire in the building. SOGs were
developed to direct a response to the alarms.
An upgrade of the fire fighter textbooks, Essentials of Fire Fighting, to the newest (5th) edition
allowed the Training Officer to instruct to the latest requirements of NFPA training.

A pack of five CPR adult mannikins and five baby mannikins was purchased to assist with
TIVFD AED and CPR training and to a facilitate community CPR program contemplated for
2010.
Two small digital cameras and a portable printer were purchased to enhance MVI scene descriptions for responding paramedics since they often cannot attend the emergency scene and patients
are transported to them at the community dock. An accurate recording of the vehicle damage
etc. assists with differential diagnosis of traumatic injuries and a picture can be worth a thousand
words in these circumstances. The cameras and printer are also used for visual inventories of
the hall equipment.
The other major 2009 purchase for the TIVFD was a quantity of one inch wildfire hose and two
distribution manifolds. This lightweight, small diameter hose allows rapid deployment in rough
terrain and the manifold is capable of simultaneous operation of up to four separate one inch and
one and one-half inch lines.

1” Wildfire hose and 1 1/2” Standard hose attached to the distribution manifold

Fire Department Activities

Fire Fighters Tom Milliken and Reinhard Jaeckel deploy the 1” wildfire lines

COMMUNITY and TIVFD ACTIVITIES
The TIVFD continued to support and assist with Thetis Island community activities in 2009.
We were once again soundly beaten on the soccer field by the Thetis Island Community Soccer
kids (TICS) in their end-of-season match against the TIVFD Hosers (two of the goals scored
against us were by our own players!) We again assisted with the Get To The Point walk/run/
ride as Safety/1st Aid and Communications, and we also helped with the Terry Fox Run in that
same capacity. As recorded earlier in this report, the TIVFD helped with the organization of and
participated in the very successful First Annual Thetis Island Parade.
In the summer months of 2009 the TIVFD launched a public awareness rewards program in partnership with Telegraph Harbour Marina. When TIVFD members randomly observed a resident
or visitor engaged in an activity in a safe and prudent manner, such as walking on the correct side

of a roadway, wearing a bicycle helmet and displaying safe bike riding skills, etc. the member
would then offer a business card thanking the person for their safety consciousness and entitling
them to a free ice cream cone at the Marina. This program was well-received by the lucky participants.

Safety Awards Program card Summer 2009

The Fire Chief and Deputy Chief attended the Thetis Island Improvement District Annual General Meeting in the Spring of 2009 and tendered the 2008 TIVFD Fire Chief’s Report, and were
on-hand to answer questions and concerns voiced by those attending.
The Fire Chief attended a community visioning forum and participated in the process by representing the department’s interest in fire and life safety planning on Thetis Island. The fire load
in our wildland interface service area represents a significant hazard for wildfire and the department seeks to achieve a recognition by community planners of a need for a balance between the
natural landscape and fire risk abatement.
The Fire Chief and Deputy Chief attended several Disaster Planning sessions offered to the
community by the ESS and LERN organizations, held at Forbes Hall. We explained the TIVFD
response plan for large disasters, what delays would be expected from assisting outside agencies,
and the limits to our fire department resources. We supported the LERN expectations that island
residents will more than likely be required to be self-sufficient for a great deal longer than the
province’s published period of 72 hours. The chief officers also reiterated how the LERN captains will be tasked to work closely with the TIVFD during a major event for the most efficient
and effective disaster response.
Friends of Furries, a local organization dedicated to assisting with the quality of living of pets
and wildlife on Thetis Island, donated a set of animal resuscitation masks to the TIVFD in appreciation of the Department’s support with “animal in distress” requests.

The Department also held its annual Fire Department Pot Luck Picnic for members and their
families and we hosted retired TIVFD Fire Chiefs and TIVFD Auxiliary members at the barbecue at the Telegraph Harbour Marina Picnic Pavilion.
The Annual TIVFD Appreciation Dinner was held in November at Forbes Hall, with retired
TIVFD Fire Chiefs, honoured guests, Thetis Island Improvement District Trustees, TIVFD members and their partners/spouses attending. This is the annual formal dinner where department
activities are reported, service awards are given, and is the social event of the year for fire department members.

2009 Soccer Match between TICS and TIVFD

CHIEF OFFICERS ACTIVITIES
Chief Caldbeck and Deputy Chief Shelford attended the quarterly Cowichan Valley Fire Chiefs’
Association meetings and Chief Caldbeck was elected Vice President of the Association in 2009.
Caldbeck and Shelford also attended all of the Cowichan Valley Fire Prevention & Education
Association meetings held that year. Caldbeck also attended several Fire Training Officers Association of BC seminars held on Vancouver Island. Caldbeck and Shelford attended all of the
Fire Chiefs’ Association of BC Zone 1 (Vancouver Island) meetings. In 2009 the FCABC Annual Conference was held in Nanaimo in association with the Fire Service Trades Convention
and Chief Caldbeck and Shelford attended the week-long workshops and seminars. Because of
the location of the conference, several department members were also able to go to the Trade
Show and look over the new technology available for fire suppression and other fire department
activities. Attendance at these various Association meetings and the annual FCABC Conference
has enabled the TIVFD to network with other rural volunteer fire departments on Vancouver
Island and throughout the province. This networking has assisted us in taking advantage of new
training opportunities that otherwise might have been missed. Professional development of the
TIVFD Chief Officers continues to allow the department to keep abreast of new technology and
regulatory requirements, and forges helpful associations with neighbouring departments and
other emergency response agencies.

2009 Fire Service Expo held in Nanaimo

2009 TIVFD PERSONNEL
Fire Chief Jeannine Caldbeck, LAFC
Deputy Chief Graeme Shelford, LAFC
Squad Captains
Sr. Capt. Ron Williamson
Capt. David Tarris
FIREFIGHTERS
Sr. FF. Tim French
Sr. FF John Stadt
Sr. FF Dixon Strachan
Sr. FF J. Kenneth Youds
Sr. FF Alex Rozewicz
FF Patrick Mooney
FF Matt Hess
FF Scott Elias
FF Reinhard Jaeckel
FF Tom Milliken
FF Grant Babin
Prob. FF Noah Bond
Prob. FF Peter Luckham
Prob. FF Denis Gagnon

FIRST RESPONDERS
Jeannine Caldbeck
Graeme Shelford
Ron Williamson
David Tarris
Dixon Strachan
Alex Rozewicz
Matt Hess
Scott Elias
Reinhard Jaeckel
Tom Milliken
Grant Babin
Noah Bond
RADIO OPERATORS: Sr. FF John Stadt and Aux. member Veronica Shelford
Training & Safety Officer: Captain Ron Williamson
Assistant Training & Safety Officer: Captain David Tarris
Fire Prevention and Auxiliary Officer: Jeannine Caldbeck
Occupational Health & Safety Committee
F/C Jeannine Caldbeck
D/C Graeme Shelford
FF Dixon Strachan
FF Patrick Mooney
First Responder Officer
Jeannine Caldbeck, PCP
Hall Maintenance Officer
Sr. FF Tim French
Vehicle Maintenance Officer
Captain David Tarris
Water Supply Officer
FF Grant Babin

Social Committee Head
Capt. Ron Williamson

Resigned in 2009:
			

Sr. FF Dixon Strachan
FF Reinhard Jaeckel

2009 SERVICE AWARDS
1 Year		
		
		

Grant Babin
Noah Bond
Tom Milliken

3 Years		

Scott Elias

4 Years		
		

Matt Hess
Alexander Luckham

5 Years		

David Tarris

6 Years		

Patrick Mooney

8 Years		
		

Ron Williamson
Ken Youds

10 Years

Graeme Shelford

11 Years
		

Alex Rozewicz
John Stadt

12 Years
		

Tim French
Dixon Strachan

13 Years

Jeannine Caldbeck

Bob Challenger Award 2009: Capt. Dave Tarris

ACCOUNTABILITY
The Thetis Island Volunteer Fire Department conducts all fire, medical and rescue operations
under the guidance of our standard operating guidelines (SOG’s). The Thetis Island Volunteer
Fire Department SOG’s have historically been a compilation of training protocols and management memos but are now being amalgamated and codified into a coherent document as required
by WorkSafe BC. The SOGs are constantly updated and input is derived from but not limited to
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thetis Island Improvement District Fire By-Law 52 (2009)
Thetis Island Improvement District Service Capacity Policy (final) 2008
Work Safe BC Regulation part 31 Firefighting
Fire Services Act (RSBC 1996)
Wildfire Act (SBC 2004)
Wildfire Act Wildfire Regulation (updated March 6, 2009)
Office of the Fire Commissioner British Columbia
Motor Vehicle Act
Federal Bill C-45
NFPA (National Fire Protection Association)
BCAS (British Columbia Ambulance Service)

TIVFD Central Hall at 296 Mission Road

CLOSING STATEMENT

In closing I wish to record my great admiration and appreciation of all the members of the Thetis
Island Volunteer Fire Department for their tireless dedication and loyalty to the community we
serve. I also wish to acknowledge the Thetis Island Improvement District Trustees for their
continuing support of the Department and its Chief Officers in moving the TIVFD forward in
training and equipment needs. I truly feel that the Thetis Island Volunteer Fire Department is the
heart of the community, and we are certainly the major muscle and blood! I wish also to thank
the residents and ratepayers of Thetis Island for your appreciation of the job we do for you.
Jeannine Caldbeck
Fire Chief
April 24th, 2010

